Building LGBT+ inclusion
City HR Pride event – 15 June 2021

The Bank’s LGBT+ & Allies Network
One of many employee led networks at the Bank, which works along the People & Culture team to raise awareness of LGBT+ issues,
educate staff and promote workplace inclusion.

Out & Proud Charter
Our Charter was launched in 2019 following roughly a year’s work by the
Network. It was signed off by our most senior committee – the Court of
Directors - and aims to ensure that:

•

The Bank has a clear, public stance on LGBT+
inclusion.

•

The Bank takes concrete action to promote LGBT+
inclusion.

•

The Network can hold the Bank accountable for
LGBT+ inclusion and others can do the same.

Out & Proud Action Plan
July 2019- Bank launches
Out & Proud Charter

October 2019- work begins
on the corresponding action
plan

Points to note:
•

•
•
•

The action plan is intended to centralise our
objectives and focus minds;
Our internal action plan is very detailed and
has timelines, action owners and a status;
Senior buy-in was a crucial part of the sign
off process;
The action plan is a “living document”, with
regular check points and revisions planned.

June 2020- first committee
signs off action plan

September 2020- Court of
Directors signs off action
plan

October 2020- detailed
action plan is launched
internally and external
summary is published

Key Challenges
Despite all the hard work and our progress so far, there are still challenges to building LGBT+ inclusion in the
workplace.

•

Growth: We need to keep learning and amending our work as society
develops and our priorities change.

•

Resource: D&I progress requires significant input from employee
networks.

•

Fatigue: D&I is a strategic priority for the Bank, there is a risk of initiative
overload.

Breakout questions
• What is one “quick win” your organisation could implement to
improve LGBT+ inclusion?
• What could your organisation do longer term to improve LGBT+
inclusion? For example, could you create your own charter?
• Are there any barriers to doing so, and how might you overcome
these?

